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Fig.2.1. Construction of Actor-Critic control system.
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Parameters Proposed method Actor-Critic method
(Conventional method)1 2
I 2 - 4
J 35 - 49
N 2 2 -












c 0.1 0.1 -
0.5 0.5 -
1.0 1.0 -
1 0.01 0.01 -
maxU 3.0 - 3.0
a 0.95 - 0.95
r 1.0 - 0.2
r 1.0 - 20.0
x
r 4.0 - 4.0
v
r 20.0 - 20.0
cri
w 0.05 - 0.02
act
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1 Fig.2.5, Fig.6 8.0s 8.0s
100 (2.25) 8.0s au
0
5 2
Fig.2.7, Fig.2.8 5.0s 3 s 5.0s
5.0s 8.0s








Fig.2.9. Comparison of control results of the angle among the three













Maximum weight of the load 2.10 1.49 0.98
Minimum weight of the load 0.00 0.00 0.48
Maximum weight of the trolley 23.05 48.48 23.75
Minimum weight of the trolley 0.00 0.00 0.98
Maximum length of the pendulum 1.33 1.48 0.95
Minimum length of the pendulum 0.21 0.01 0.47
Maximum objective point 5.24 10.00 5.40
Minimum objective point 4.82 -10.00 5.00
Maximum initial angle 14.08 30.00 13.32
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[56] cm =1.0[kg] pm =0.1[kg] L =1.0[m]
rg =9.8[m/
2s ] -45 ( -0.785[rad]) 0[rad/s]
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[17] [32]
1k =5.0, 2k =1.0,Q =diag{10.0, 10.0}, =0.3, ming =0.6, maxg =1.5, I =2, J =5, th =0.3, c =0.2,
cI =1.0, thP =0.1, =0.01, thI =0.01, =0.001, =0.95, criw =0.01, criv =0.01, actw =10.0, actc =0.01, act
=0.01, =5.0, =1.0, =0.1, D =500.0, sn =[-10.0, 10.0] , crijw , crijiv ( i =1, , I ),( j
=1,2, , J ) [-1.0, 1.0] (3.50) 0.077
Actor R =1 actjw , actjic , actji ( i =1, , I ),( j
=1,2, ,R ) (3.10)
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CMAC(Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller)[54]
CMAC (LUT)
(NN)
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[56] cm =1.0[kg] pm =0.1[kg] L =1.0[m] rg =9.8[m/ 2s ]
-45 ( -0.785[rad]) 0[rad/s] 30.0
0.01 tr sin (ref 1)
ttr 2cos5.0sin5.0 (ref 2) 2
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(Conventional Feedback Controller CFC)
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( zi ,,2,1 ) (Input Layer) (Hidden Layer) jq
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2 cm =1.0[kg] pm =0.1[kg] L =1.0[m] rg =9.8[m/ 2s ]
-45 ( -0.785[rad]) 0 30.0
0.01 tr sin (ref 1) ttr 2cos5.0sin5.0 (ref 2) 2
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prep0 =0.5, 
prep1
=1.0, prep2 =1.5, w=35.0, c =1.0, =1.0, 0 =1.0, 1 =1.0, 2 =1.0, =0.3
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a =3, thb =0.3, 






=0.1, c =0.01, =0.01, 0 =0.03, 1 =0.02, 2 =0.01, =0.3 CP
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